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Dating back to 1970, both Earth Month and Earth Day have
been times to celebrate environmental progress, educate
each other about stewardship and justice, and advocate for
sustainable policies and practices.

Evanston Earth Day Celebration – April 24
Stop by the Evanston Ecology Center (2024 McCormick Blvd.)
between 10 a.m. and noon to partake in family-friendly,
socially-distanced Earth Day Celebration activities, such as the
annual Earth Day tree planting at Ladd Arboretum. Call (847)
448 – 8256 for more information.

Evanston Beach Clean Up – April 24
Join the City of Evanston and the Alliance for the Great Lakes
in cleaning up Evanston beaches. Visit adopt.greatlakes.org to
register to help clean up South Blvd. Beach, Lee Street Beach,
or Clark Street Beach between 10 a.m. and noon.

If you are an Impact housing
participant and you are renewing
your lease, we need your most
current income documentation as
soon as possible. We cannot renew
your lease without it. Please
contact Kevin Zepeda, Impact’s
Housing Stability Specialist, at (847)
644 – 0126 to coordinate getting
your income documentation on file.
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IPS Success!
By Mark Figley,
Employment Specialist
James has been a part of Impact since way back in 2002 and has been a resident with us ever since. James
has worked with several different employment specialists during that time but had not been able to find a
job since his last one in 2009.
James met his new employment specialist in April of 2020 over the phone due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
This added another layer of difficulty to the participant’s job search going forward.
James’s employment specialist worked to continue meeting over the phone while completing job
applications. James had several roadblocks to working again, most notably his struggles with his mental
health and symptoms. He was hospitalized several times during the past year, making it hard to follow up
on applications and job leads.
James and his employment specialist were able to develop a relationship with a manager at a local Auto
Zone. James was able to acquire a job there as a delivery driver. James’s employment specialist was able to
use the relationship they built to help smooth out any difficulties he was having at work.
James loves being back at work and being around cars again. He looks forward to continue working and
saving up for his retirement.
➢ Please welcome Abigail Valdez as our new Research
Coordinator for the BEES study!
➢ The IPS program has placed 45 individuals this fiscal year!
➢ Employment Specialists have made over 1,000 new job
development contacts since July 1, 2020!
➢ "If you have the courage to begin, then you have the
courage to succeed.” – David Viscott
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How Safe Are You Emotionally?
16 Ways to Identify How, When, and
Where You Are Free to Be Yourself

Psychological safety is the foundation to emotional resilience and well-being. It’s hard to be ourselves if we don’t
feel safe emotionally. Projecting an image of how we want others to experience us comes at a cost, is exhausting,
and ultimately unsustainable. These sixteen questions can help you identify how emotionally safe you feel.

Psychological safety is a foundation for resilience and well-being. When we feel safe, we can meet ourselves in an
authentic way that allows us to connect with others. The safer we feel, the more we can share this with others.
More safety, more stability.
Emotional safety emerges in relationships where we set boundaries and trust that we are accepted, where we
can listen and share without fear, forgive and grow, and feel what it is like to love and be loved.
Building an internal sense of safety includes emotional self-care so we can regulate our own emotions. This
means having healthy boundaries to interact with others and healthy boundaries with ourselves as well. It means
being judicious with our attention and prioritizing those things that we value most deeply.
Emotional safety includes self-soothing that may involve spending time alone, just you, without distractions and
without seeking to fill up from outside validation, likes, or personal achievements. It’s breathing, choosing to
relax deeply, and smiling to yourself. It’s deciding to create a safe space within where you can be honest, kind,
compassionate, forgiving, and light-hearted – creating a space within to make and own your mistakes, speak the
truth, be creative, value your unique qualities, and trust you belong right here, right not, as you are.
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Help the Earth from Your Home
Reducing energy helps the environment by decreasing power plant emissions. To generate electricity, most
power plants burn coal, crude oil, or other fossil fuels, which creates greenhouse gases that can have a
detrimental effect on our environment. Cutting back on energy consumption reduces the amount of electricity
that power plants have to make, subsequently reducing the amount of fossil fuels that are burned each day.
1. Turn Off Your Lights When You Don’t Need Them. If it’s a sunny day, let the natural light shine through a
window instead of turning on a light fixture. Natural sunlight can also lift your mood! If you’re leaving a room
for more than a few minutes, get in the habit of flipping the light switch behind you.
2. Unplug Energy Vampires. An energy vampire is a device that continues to pull small amounts of power, even
when it is turned off. One could say that energy vampires suck electricity out of the wall. Examples include
phone chargers, computer cords, and coffee pots. These phantom energy suckers can account for as much as
20% of a household’s energy consumption. All you need to do to slay an energy vampire is to identify them
and unplug them. If you have electronic devices in your home you don’t use often, consider keeping them
unplugged during times they are not in use.
3. Go for a Walk. Paradoxically, one of the best ways to help the environment from your home is to step outside
of your home and into the environment for a few minutes. Not only is walking good for your physical and
mental health, but it’s also good for the planet’s health! There is no reason to power up your TV, lights, or
other electronics while you’re outside for a walk. Even just a 10-minute walk around the neighborhood saves
10 minutes of electricity.

Recycle, Don’t
“Wish-Cycle”
One of the biggest problems recycling
faces are “wish-cyclers.” These are people
with good intentions who think they’re
doing the right thing by putting all their
waste into recycling. What they don’t
realize is that their wishful thinking is
doing more harm than good. Everyone
knows that recycling is a good thing. But
not everyone may know that recycling
incorrectly can actually increase waste and
greenhouse gas pollution.
It’s critical that only the right materials are
left in the blue recycling bin for home
pickup. Otherwise, everything in the
recycling bin could end up in a landfill.
Only place items you know are recyclable
into your recycling bin. If you’re not sure,
don’t wish-cycle! When it doubt, throw it
out! It may seem counterintuitive, but
sometimes choosing to throw something
in the trash and not the recycling bin
creates less waste overall.

1. Don’t Put Plastic Bags into the Recycling Bin. When plastic bags
go through a sorting machine at a recycling center, they jam the
gears and cause the machine to be shut down until plastic bags
are removed. Plastic bags can be recycled, just not in your home
recycling bin. Visit earth911.org for a list of drop off locations for
plastic bags, batteries, electronics, and other recyclable
materials not meant for your home recycling bin.
2. Keep Food and Liquids Out of Your Recycling Bin. Items
containing food or liquid (e.g., glass jars of pasta sauce, metal
cans of beans, plastic milk jugs) can contaminate recyclable
materials like paper or carboard, which then makes them unable
to be recycled and will send them to a landfill. Before putting a
food container into the recycling bin, make sure to rinse any
food or liquid out of the container first.
3. Keep Paper Products with Oil or Food Stains Out of Your
Recycling Bin. This includes pizza boxes, takeout containers,
used paper plates, used napkins, used paper towels, etc.

April 2021
Important Dates, Groups, and Events
If you have an appointment scheduled with
Dr. Solomon, someone from Impact will
contact you about your appointment.
Sunday

Monday

4

11

18

25

Tuesday

5

12

19

26

Wednesday

6

13

20

27

Thursday

7

14

21

28

Friday

1
1pm: Online Socialization Group
with Nathaly

11am: Knitting Online
with Briana

1pm: WRAP Group
with Ana and Maria

2pm: Game Group
with Tiana and Ana

8
1pm: Online Socialization Group
with Nathaly

11am: Knitting Online
with Briana

1pm: WRAP Group
with Ana and Maria

2pm: Game Group
with Tiana and Ana

15
1pm: Online Socialization Group
with Nathaly

11am: Knitting Online
with Briana

1pm: WRAP Group
with Ana and Maria

2pm: Game Group
with Tiana and Ana

22
1pm: Online Socialization Group
with Nathaly

11am: Knitting Online
with Briana

1pm: WRAP Group
with Ana and Maria

2pm: Game Group
with Tiana and Ana

29
1pm: Online Socialization Group
with Nathaly

11am: Knitting Online
with Briana

1pm: WRAP Group
with Ana and Maria

2pm: Game Group
with Tiana and Ana

2

Saturday
3

9

10

16

17

23

24

30

To Join a Group, Contact the Group Organizer
Nathaly Shammo – email nshammo@impactbehavioral.org or call (847) 971 – 6745
Ana Poulos – email apoulos@impactbehavioral.org or call (224) 308 - 7995
Briana Hornsby - email bhornsby@impactbehavioral.org or call (847) 323 – 5682
Tiana Smith – email tsmith@impactbehavioral.org or call (847) 440 – 6201
Maria Moreno – email mmoreno@impactbehavioral.org or call (847) 316 - 1497
*Please note that other forms of crafting, such as crocheting or macramé, are welcome in Briana’s knitting group.

